
COMMITTEE FOR THE STUDY 01" PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
FOR THE MEALTFI SCIENCES 

BASIC SCIEhTCES SUBCOMMIT TEE 

Minutes of Meeting April 27, 1965 

Present: Eugene Grim, Chairman, Cyrus Barnum, Ellis Benson, Richard 
Bond, K. Gerhard Brand, Isabel Harris ,  Robert Isaacson, Lee 
Wattenberg, John We sterman 

Absent: Joseph Larner 

NEXT MEETING, THURSDAY, MAY 13, 1965 
424 MILLARD, 3:30 P. M. 

Chairman Grim reviewed the reasons for the appointment of the Learn 

Committee and discussed the charge to the basic sciences sub-committee. 

He pointed out that we must consider both the ideal development of the various 

a r ea s  and what a s  a practical matter they a r e  likely to get. The question is ,  

how do we proceed with this assignment? 

The sub-committee agreed to s tar t  by drawing up a l i s t  of questions to 

be answered by 1) members of the subcommittee 2) Basic Science Departmental 

Chairmen. It  was noted that the definition of basic sciences i s  not fixed and 

that we should be aware of other disciplines and groups affecting the study. 

However, for a starting point, the six rlepartrnents will be used. The group 

discussed the relationship of the basic sciences to the newly established College 

of Biological Sciences, This will likely take the form of an affiliation, but 

needs further exploring, 

The sub-committee then listed some items that could be cansidered for  

the questionnaire . 
1. Most of the questions will deal with teaching and research, as little 

service i s  involved in the s rograms  under consideration. A leading inquiry 
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might be, what changes, if any, do you predict will occur between these four 

groups (medical students, graduate students, other professional students, 

undergraduate students)? W e  would be interested in  changes in numbers a s  

well a s  relative emphasis in program. 

2. How has your program developed over the past 10 years, and in light 

of this experience how do you think your department will develop in the next 

10-20 years? 

3,  Many medical schools a r e  interested in multi-discipline labs where 

the teacher comes to the student. :&That do you think the trend will be in this 

development and what a r e  the possibilities of the use of all  purpose lab space 

in your department? 

4, Holint do you see future curriculum developments affecting your depart- 

ment and what kinds of changes would you like to see take place? (Includes, 

curriculum revision, changes in length and sequence, and combination of cour- 

ses).  

5. How would you evaluate the contributions of outside departments to 

your programs and how do you contribute to programs in other departments? 

6. Note to the Learn Committee: We should have a check to make sure  

no program o r  activity i s  either being left out o r  being studied by two groups. 

7, What i s  your relationship with other departments in the health sciences? 

the university ? schools, hospitals, agencies outside the university? 

8. 'Vhat will be the future scope of research in your department? Wil l  i t  

increase disproportionately to teaching? Is  laboratory space per faculty man 

likely to increase ? What will be the trend in shared equipment and space ? 

What a r e  your projections a s  to faculty size (assuming 150 medical students 



and existing s ize among other  students o r  assuming inc reases  in  a l l  groups)? 

9. What i s  the t rend  concerning the number of M. D. ' s  in bas ic  sciences ? 

I s  there going to be  a leveling off of graduate students? What i s  the competition 

between your department  and alternative a r e a s  for  graduate students ? What 

s teps a r e  you taking to  a t t rac t  graduate students to your department? 

10. What will be the role of the federhl government in r e sea rch  in your 

a r e a ?  In summary,  can you give an  est imate of what you think the opti,mum 

program for  your department will be ? In view of the real i t ies  of the day 

what do you think is a reasonable program o r  goal to  a i m  f o r ?  

Dr. G r i m  volunteered to do the interviewing himself. He will conduct 

a n  ora l  interview because one can get a bet ter  idea of need, philosophy, and 

departmental objectives, I t  will take m o r e  than one interview. Of part icular  

in te res t  will be if the chairmen s e e  any  diminishing returns a s  the s ize of the 

department increases .  Are  there any upper l imi t s?  In evaluating this  inform- 

ation, one should consider the drawing power of marke t  demand for  the gradu- 

ates .  The school m a y  think it i s  turning out graduates for one a r e a ,  when the 

real i t ies  a r e  that demands and p res su res  a r e  coming f rom unexpected sources.  

So i t  is important to get  information f r o m  people outside the field, but who use  

the serv ices  of the graduates.  

It will always be difficult to  make su re  that departments  a r e  responding on 

a n  equal bas i s  o r  to  the same ground rules.  Some may a s k  for too much, others  

m a y  under state the i r  needs. Therefore cer tain value judgments may  have to be 

made about the s ize of the graduate p rogram and re sea rch  program that is 

desirable  in this environment. F o r  instance, space requirements  for  graduate 

studentts a r e  much g rea te r  than for  undergraduate o r  medical students. An 



important function 'of the sub- committee may be to define the limits of the 

program that should take place in the medical center setting. 



COMMITTEE FOR THE STUDY O F  PHYSICAL FACILITIES 

FOR THE I-IfIAL'TH SCIENCES 

Basic Sciences Snb-Committee 

Minutes 6f Meeting May 20, 1965 . .  . 

Present1 Eugene Grim, Chairman, Cyrus Barnum, Ellis Benson, Robert 
lsaacson, Joseph Larner, Lee Wattenberg, John Westerman 

Absent; Richard Bond, K. Gerhard Brand, Isabel Harris 

NEXT MEETING: AT CHAIRMAN GRIM'S CALL 

Chairman Grim reported that a t  the May 10th Learn Committee meeting it 

was suggested that the Basic Sciences group consider in  their study the relation- 

ship to Genetics and Behavioral Sciences, Dr. Wattenberg will gather some 

information about the future plans for Behavioral sciences and Dr, Barnum 

will contact a representative of the Genetic's group of similar information. 

The sub-committee revieiwed a three page questionnaire that Dr. Grim is 

using in his personal interviews of department chairmen. Dr, Grim has inter- 

viewed four basic science chairmen to date. When he has completed the other 

two interviews, Dr.  Grim will write a summary report, Following a r e  some 

impres-@ions from his f i rs t  four interviews, 

1. All of the chairmen agreed that there will likely be an increase in  the 

number of medical students. There was some question as  to the desirability of 

this trend. There was some feeling that the basic sciences could accommodate 

the increase eas ier  than the clinical sciences. 

2. There were different opinions about the creation of a second medical 

school, Some thought the University was as  large as i t  should get. An increase 

in students would come at the expense of other values, There seemed to be 



agreement that the creation of a second medical school would pose problems of 

duplication, and competition for p , ,~p~opr ; a  ti.ons, 
'. 

There was an idea that a modified secottd sch.001 or  affiliation plan might 

I bq the solution, Under this arrangement the basic sciences would be housed at 
" "i' 

the University while the clinical sciences would be split between the university 

" + h - x  and other local facilities, 

I 
3. The interviews produced no definitive views about a cirriculum change, 

There was a suggestion that some kind of a split pl&n of education which would 

recognize the differences in research and clinical bkbfkjkation should be consider - 
ed. The trend toward early introduction to clinical &&&cine and returning to 

I I -  _ 
basic sciences in the third o r  fourth year was not $ $ I  an with any degree of 

*;!,:,I $,, , +, 
P;,@"$, .+ : 

enthusiasm, . : 

, ' I  I 

It did appear that a curriculum review would bb tow& an ongoing policy under 

the educational policy committee provided for i n  the' bedical  school constitution. 

In summary, the interviewees did not forsee any cclrf.iculum change that would 

dramatically change the staff size or  physical layouhi 
/ 

4. The group thought some improvements couia Be made in space utilization 

by greater  emphwis on sharing facilities, There hl &me discussion of the 
c- 

value of student cubicles where the student has a base bf operations. No conclu- 

sions were reached, but i t  was pointed out that the drveldpment of the cubicles 

might help allay the suspicions of medical students that the needs of graduate 

students a r e  being met while theirs a re  neglected, 

The sub- committee thought i t  wohld be helpful to bet'the view of the people 

in  clinical medicine about the educational objectives in  &&sic science. Dr. Gr im 

will contact Dr. French this summer about the possibility of a joint meeting. 
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5, A 3-4 fold Iccra? se in the ntqmIxer of p;r.edu,xte students over the las t  10 

years seemed likely to cost.tinue in t?le nex5 10 j7ears, although a t  a slower rate, 

There seems to be an adequate sap$.)- of graduate student applicants and the 

demand for their services continues a t  a high level. The source of students should 

be from the undergraduate programs in physical sciences. Pharmacology i s  

getting more students from chemistry than from the school of Pharmacy, for  

example. 

6 ,  The group thought there would be an increase in the number of post M. D. 

gradua* students. The group thought i t  was important for the clinical investigator 
i 

to take advanced work in a basic science, even if  the student i s  not planning on 

completing the work for a Ph. D, A Ph, D. in a clinical science, however, was 
mG. 

not thought to be of much merit, 

7, A normal ratio for faculty-graduate students might be 113 or  4. The max- 

imum ratio would be 1 - 5 o r  6 ,  A larger  department needs l ess  faculty to the 

extent that graduate students lighten the advising load, Presumably, a post doc- 

toral  fellow would also do some advising, There was some talk in the sub- corn.- 

mittee about the implications of these ratios in  relationship to square footage per 

faculty, fellow, and student for  laboratory and office. 

8. The group thought that graduate students were not receiving an undue pro- 

portion of teaching time in relationship to the time spent with medical students. Tk 

group i s  aware of the concern of the clinical faculty that the medical student is 

being left to the basic science junior faculty. 

9. Less  than 113 of the overall basic science support comes from the Univer- 

sity. The sub-committee discussed the idea that the source of funds should not 
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have a bearing on teaching, r e  search, and service re sponsibilities, Another 

trend noted was the adat ion of basic science faculty in recent years wh6 have 

not had their training within a medical school, 

R.espectfuJ.ly submitted, 

John H, Westerman 
Executive Secretary 



c FOR THE EIEALTH SCIENCES 

Basic Sciences Sub -Committee 

Minutes of Meeting September 7, 1965 (#4) 

Present: Eugene Grim, Chairman, Ellis Benson, Nancy Cook (for Isabel 
Harris) ,  Robert Isaacson, Joseph Larner, Lee Wattenberg, 
John Westarman 

Absent: Richard Bond, K. Gerhard Brand 

NEXT MEETING: At  the call of the Chairman, 

Chairman Grim had circulated a draft statement of roles, objectives 

and programs prior to the meeting. Dr. Grim asked for comments f rom the 

group, 

Dr. Isaacson, speaking for the school of dentistry, noted that the 

teaching objective section about dentistry i s  not strong enough. The report 

should reflect the objectives of the dental sub -committee report where specific 

reference was made to upgrading the amount and quaiity of basic science 

training for dental students. In order for the Dental School to a-chieve i t s  

objective, i t  wi l l  need the support of the basic science committee. It would 

be helpful i f  dentistry could be deleted from the group of other health science 

professions on page three of the report and come under a separate statement, 

This request is independent from the consideration of taking basic science 

courses with the medical students, Perhaps a distinctian could be made 

between applied health science and research health science, 



After some discassinn the committee ddecilegi to add a se;mrate 

statement about dental students on page three. The committee did not 

think it  was within the scope of their duties to make a statement about the 

need for upgrading training in the basic sciences for dental students. The 

committee did decide to add a statement about the changing role of dental 

education a t  Minnesota and the relationship of this change to the basic 

sciences. 

The committee then discussed the relationship of the basic sciences 

to the College of Biological Sciences. After some discussion, the group 

decided to make a statement in the report which would assume that the 

College of Biological Sciences wou1.d not duplicate the medical science 

departments. It was suggested that the basic science departments should 

i 
give serious consideration to the staffing problems involved in undertaking 

the total role for undergraduate teaching. 

COMMENT: In talking about department roles, there used to be a debate in 

medical schools over the meri t  of MD-PHD basic science department 

chairman versus  PI-ID only basic science department chairman. One fear of 

having a PHD chairman was that the departments would emphasize graduate 

student education and move so  far  away from a course geared for  the 

practitioner that the medical student couldn't understand it. To some extent, 

this fear  has been justified. I wonder i f  we aren ' t  going to move back to the 

MD-PMD concept for department chairman? At any rate, there does seern 

to be a movement to give more  emphasis to a program with medical student 



orientation. This means that you could reduce the course content. There is 

such a tremendous range of knowledge today (in the basic  science courses)  

that you must  emphasize the middle ground. The task is t o  s o r t  out this 

knowledge and decide what not to  teach a s  well a s  what to include. For  

example, the Aio-chemistry Department now has two basic courses,  Even 

with this development, the eclcacational phi.losophy i s  to  teach either a large  

amount of material  o r  an v.nderstanding of principles that underlie the material ,  

COMMENT: Coming back to  the point about MD-PKD chairman, I believe if 

you res t r i c t  your choice to  M.D-PHD's, then you res t r i c t  the potential pool 

for  department chairmanships, and a l so  may l imit  the strength of the 

department. 

COMlMENT: Perhaps  the point is that smaller  departments a r e  m o r e  

efficient and the i s sue  is one of determinipg a t  what point does the s ize of a 

( 
department have m o r e  disadvantages than advantages. 

COMMENT: It should a l so  b e  noted that there  is a grea t  difference among 

the medical students, Many a r e  capable of absorbing advanced material  but 

the general practit ioners do not need this depth of knowledge. You should 

remember  you a r e  dealing with an average, 

COMMENT: I would agree  with the points about knowledge explosion and the 

importance of emphasizing principles that can be  applied, However, with the 

medical student you must  do m o r e  and work out the threads of knowledge that 

run through the course. 

It was noted that physiology plans to separate  the t ransport  portion of 
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i t s  course for medical students from that for graduate students because of 

inadequate background of the medical students. Qualified medical students 

may take this section of the course with graduate students. 

COMMENT: Many, i f  not all  of the basic science courses, before too long, 

will have separate courses designed for the needs of the medical student and 

for the graduate student, 

The committee discussed the remainder of the report and made several 

minor corrections that will be reflected in the report given to the Learn 

Committee on Monday, September 13. Mr. Westerman announced that 

Dr. Learn would like to invite all of the committee members to the 

September 13th meeting to hear Dr. Grim present the report. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John H, Westerman 
Executive Secretary 



COMMITTEE FOR TP1.E STUDY OF PfIYSICAL FACILITIES 

FOR THE HEALTH SCIENCES 

Basic Sciences Sub-committee 

Minutes of Meeting July 22, 1965 

Pr esent: Eugene Grim, Chairman, Cyrus Barnum, Ellis Benson, K. Gerhard 
Brand, Isabel. Harris,  Joseph Larner 

Absent: Richard Bond, Robert Isaacson, Lee Wattenberg 

NEXT MEETING! Tuesday, September 7 a t  3:30 p. m, in 424 Millard. 

Dr, Grim distributed a preliminary summary of responses to a questionnaire 

discussed with department chairmen in the Basic Sciences and a draft of a report 

of the Basic Sciences sub-committee to the b a r n  committee. Regarding the state- 

ment draft Dr. Grim reviewed the Parent Committee request for a report of role, 

objectives, programs of the Basic Science Departments, It was agreed the sub- 

committee would meet once more to review and finalize the statement before pre-  

senting it to the parent committee. 

The question of the Department of Genetics coming into the C ~ l l e g e  of Basic 

Sciences arose  Dr. Brand explained that the Department of Microbiology gave a 
I 

short course in Genetics 2dt!kdkiz1 btadents but i t  was not population genetics. 1 
\ 

There i s  presently no course in Medical Genetics except a s  part  of other courses. 

Genetics was assigned to Microbiology when i t  was dropped as a required course in 

the medical student curriculum. However population genetics does not f i t  into 

Miczerrrbkology, To include a Genetics course in the medical students curriculum 

would mean overloading an already heavy schedule or  the deletion of some other 
@*' 

course. 



(' 
Constitution Revision is ?.ccepfsc! c ~ ~ - : s i  rt,I.;m chznges will be more likely to occur, 

It was noted that Dr, Hatbawa.y, Rehavior.al Sciences, foresees no add . i t iod  

space o r  staff needs o r  coures cha.nges in the futr~re planning. 

There was question as to whether entire faculties should be interviewed or) 

only Department Heads a s  t2 future planning. It was suggested that individual 

faculty members might be biased in their specific field without an overall picture 
, 

of an  entire department where a Department Head wocild be more likely to know 

the attitudes of his jt'aculty with a better view of the department, 

In estimating the needs for the future i t  was agreed that cnrricu1u.m changes 

had t6  be konsidered, Some private medical schools have made some radical 

course changes, such a s  Western Reserve, Harva,rd, Di~ke. For  example: the 

f i r s t  year covers the Basic Sciences, second yzar - clinic; third year - electives; 

( 
fourth year - internship (a teaching year). An anatomy course taught as a third 

year elective by surgei3ne. 

Dr, Benson suggested thought should be given to curriculum changes on the 

high school level $ ~ b r e  advanced science courses could be completed as a prere-  

quisit to college o r  pre-med conrsea: The courses do not have to be disease 

oriented to be i m p o r t a ~ t  to the medical student and i f  well 'ctzi.sgl~"ia~ic Sciences 

could be covered in undergraduate courses, 

Many Basic Sciences do not belong in medica!. school courses and cor~ld be 

taught as applied sciences or p r ia r  to  nlediral s ~ h o g l ,  A1.30 with revision of courses 

more  students could he taught more officientl y, e ,  6. !Nashin,gtnn and Stanford have 

one f reshm.an 1.ab and one sophomore lab with 75 - 120,~tladent s, 
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Most undergraduate stadents 2n thq Bas'cc Scienc5s go on to gradiia ts or  

( medical school. Average number of graduate students per professor i n  4 to  6, If 

the number i s  to grow the staff would have to increase to adequateiy meet the needs 

of the students. 

The committee felt this opportunity to study and estimate its future needs was 

a chance to review the most radical changes a s  possibilities for improvement of 

courses and teaching and the more progressive their tl~ought the more likely such 

considerations would actually meet the demands of the future. In the final report 

they might show a range of conservative to radical changes, 

In projecting future needs the studantfprofe s sor  ratio will probably he the 

constant figure, therefore each e r ea  sbou1.d be: examined a s  to its future develop- 

ment o r  decrease in activity to maintain equal d i s t ~ i S u 5 o ~  of e m p h a ~ i s  toward 

( varying types of students,%mth must he couplcd with stazf expansion. 

The committee was requested by Dr,  Grim to review the statement draft and 

make suggestions a s  to additions, deletions, etc. with thought t n  possible questions 

which would be sent to the Basic Science faculty and any ideas to bc incarpcratsd 

in the fiaa.1 report to the parent committee a s  to radical cur~*icvaluni changes, 



September 10, 1965 

TO: Members of the Committee for the Study of Physical Facilities 
for the Health Sciences 

The attached material is a preliminary report of the Basic Sciences 
Subcommittee prepared in the format suggested by Dr. Learn's 
memorandum of June, 1965. 

* 

The members of the Subcommittee are:  

Ellis Benson, Professor, Laboratory Medicine 

Richard Bond, Professor, School of Public Health 

Gerhard Brand, Associate Professor, Microbiology 

Isabel Harris ,  Assistant Director, School of Nursing 

Robert Isaacson, Associate Professor, School of Dentistry 

Joseph Larner,  Professor, Biocherriistry 

Lee Wattenberg, Associate Professor,  Pathology 

John Westerman, Executive Secretary, Committee for the Study 
of Physical Facilities for the Health Sciences. 

Eugene Grim, Chairman 
Basic Sciences Subcommittee 



There a r e  s ix major  basic medical science departments 
a t  the University of Minnesota: Anatomy, Biochemistry, 
Microbiology, Pathology, Pharmacology, and Physiology. 
Three additional disciplines a r e  sometimes added: Behavioral 
Science, Biostatistics, and Human Genetics. This r sport  will 
be concerned primari ly with the major  six. 

I. Role of the Basic Medical Sciences 

Almost a l l  of the activities of the s ix departments can be 
categorized under teaching o r  research. With the exception of 
Pathology, they have essentially no service functions. 

A, Teaching 

Outsiders, including members  of the TJniversity 
Community outside the basic medical science dspartments,  
probably consider the pr imary  function of these departments 

( 
a s  teaching of medical students with the instruction of a l l  
other students falling in to a decidely secondary position, 
In reality, fully a s  much emphasis, and probably m o r e  time 
and effort, is placed in the training of graduate students a s  
in medical student teaching. In additjon, la rge  blocks of 
t ime a r e  devoted t o  instruction of atuden.ts of dentistry, 
medical technology, nursing, pharmacy, physical therapy 
and dental hygiene. Several of the departments a l so  play a 
significant role  in elemeatzry I;i.ol.ogical iizstruction for 
students f rom the College of Libera!. Arts and the Institute 
of Technology. 

B. Research 

Again probably contrary to mosc outsiders '  views, 
the basic medical science departments do not l imit  their 
research  to  investigations on basic  problems closely related 
to  applied clinical research;  that is, they a r e  not concerned 
exclusively with basic medical reszarch.  A large,  i f  not --- - 
major,  fraction of the research  i b  involved with fundamental 
biological mechanisms which m&:r be fa r  removed f rom the 
normal or  abnormal functions of the human patient. This 
does not mean that the research  does not have ultimate 



implications for human health, but i t  i s  of a nature that the 
outsider might expect i t  to be carried out in a college of 
biology rather than in a medical school. At the 'University 
of Minnesota, a s  a t  many other universities, a substantial 
fraction of all fundamental biological investigations a r e  
carried out in the Medical School. 

11, Objectives of the Basic Medical Sciences 

A. Teaching 

One of the major philosophical problems facing the 
basic medical science departments i s  concerned with the 
relative emphasis to be placed on the teaching of graduate, 
medical, dental and undergraduate students. Since the 
departments a r e  in the Medical School, most faculty members 
consider their primary function to be m.edical student 
teaching despite the fact that a greater part of their time 
and effort goes in most: instarlces into graduate instruction, 
In large part the greater errrphasis on graduate teaching i s  
the consequence of the use of the apprenticeship method a s  
opposed to the more economical lecture system in medicine; 
however, despite their stated beliefs, many professors 
tacitly consider the training of future investigators and 
academicians to be more important than teaching the com- 
plexities of basic science to prospective physicians. In 
addition, graduate training i s  more  consonant with the 
fundamental nature of many of the professors ' research 
projects. These a r e  sometimes so .far removed from 
clinical medicine that the medical student may have little 
interest or understanding. It seems reasonable to conclude 
that one of the objectives of the basic science departments 
will continue to be to provide a f irst-class education to 
both medical and graduate students although changes in 
relative emphasis may occur. 

Another teaching objective is to provide an appropriate 
amount of knowledge of basic medical science to students of 
dentistry and the ~ t h e r  health fields. Wh.at i s  appropriate 
must be determined by a continuing close liason between the 
basic science departments and the schools o r  divisions 



sponsoring the students. It may be appropriate to increase 
the quality andldr quantity of this effort in the future, 
especially if there i s  a continuing increase in the reliance 
on paramedical personnel in the treatment of patients. Thi s 
is particularly true in the case of dentistry where the 
anticipated future role of the graduate dentist will require an 
increased basic science background. 

Some learning in elementary principles of biology is 
important to students in CLA and IT, In some respects, the 
basic medical science departments a r e  better equipped to 
fulfill this purpose a t  the present than the undergraduate 
biology departments. For this reason, Microbiology and 
Physiology presently have a significant involvement in such 
courses. Whether this will increase o r  decrease in the 
future is difficult to predict, depending a s  i t  does on the 
development of the new College of Biological Sciences, 

One of the major objectives in teaching is to maintain 
high quality instruction in the face of rising numbers of 
s t ud~n t s ;  and, indeed to attempt to i m p ~ o v e  by trying new 
teaching techniques. 

B, Research 

The major research objective of the basic rnedical 
science departments i s  to provide a milieu in which individual 
professors can carry  on research in the Sidds of their 
primary interest. Such a milieu incl~?.uas not only ad.equate 
physical facilities and eq,uipmen:;, but also stimulation from 
the presence of other well -trained and highly motivated 
investigators. 

Although directed research is frowned upon, it  i s  
J 

considered desirable to build departmental staffs such that 
al l  major aspects of a particular basic scientific discipline 
a r e  always under investigation, This has important 
implications in the instruction of all students, medical, 
graduate anci others, since it means that teaching i s  usually 
performed by a professor with much more  than a textbook 
background in his topic. Such broadly knowledgable depart - 
rnents in these days of proliferation of information must 
necessarily be large, 
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III. Pxagrams in the Basic Medical Sciences 

Present  

A. Teaching 

1, Medical 

i 50 students spend par ts  of 2 to 3 quarters in ea.ch of the 
6 major departments for a total of 98 credits, In addition, 
they take 3-credit courses in behavioral science and bio- 
statistics. 

2. Graduate 

The number of graduate students has increased from 
three- to four-fold in the las t  10 years. Approximately, 
one quarter of these have the M. D, degree. Most departments 
a r e  close to their capacity for handling of graduate studnets, 
capacity being determined by a ratio of 4 to 6 students per 
professor which is generally thought to be  maximal for high 
quality instruction. Although in broad outline, the graduate 
program is set down by the Graduate School, the particular 
courses, seminars and research activities participated in 
by the students is usually determined a t  the departmental b 1 
level. 

3. Other Health Fields 

The six major departments provide 1 to 3 courses per 
year for 100 dental students for a total af 64 credits. Most 
of the departments participate in teaching students of nursing 
(about 120 per year), medical technology (60) and pharmacy 
(60). In addition, some 25 physical therapists and 40 dental 
hygienists receive instruction in two or  three of the depart- 
ment s. 

4, College of Liberal Arts,  Institute of Technology, 
Institute of Agriculture 

Two departments have a major involvement with these 
students, Microbiology offers a 5-credit course twice a year 



which i s  attended by 350 to 400 students from CLA and 1A, 
Physiology has a 2-quarter, 6 or 10 credit sequence for  
some 120 IT students and another 5-credit course  taken by 
100 to 6.50 students of CLA and IA. 

B. Research 

Research programs a r e  determined almost exclusively 
by the individual professor. They vary from paper and 
pencil studies of mathematical models to experiments on 
basic molecular mechanisms in completely artificial 
systems to observations on the function of normal human 
subjects. Some indication of the magnitude of the overall 
program i s  shown by the total budget for research in the 
six major departments of more  than $2, 500, 000.00. 1 

The relation between faculty research and graduate 
teaching programs i s  so  close that they cannot be separated. 
A large part  of the training of a graduate student comes from 
his participation in the research program of his faculty 
advisor. The intimate relationship i s  no better shown than 
by the fact that i f  external grants were removed, graduate 
training would nearly cease to exist. 

Another educational feature of the research programs 
i s  the post-doctoral, non-degree training of fellows, 

Future 

A. Teaching 

There will obviously be quantitative changes. Medical 
student class size will likely increase to  200 i f  not more,  and 
similar i f  not disproportionate increases can be anticipated 
in the classes for others in the health science fields. The 
increase in number of graduate students i s  likely to be closely 
related to changes in  size of the staff; the ratio of 4 to 6 
students per professor will probably be maintained. Paren- 
thetically, i t  rnight be noted that many faculty members of 
the basic science departments believe that there should be 
no limit on the number of qualified graduate students accepted 
into the school and that the staff size should be adjusted 
accordingly. Future programs for undergraduates in CLA K 



and IT depend on the developxrlent of the College of Biological 
Sciences, 

With respect to qualitative changes, there should be 
continuing review of the curriculum and experimentation 
with new techniques. Curriculum changes might take the 
form of combining 2 or  more basic science courses into a 
single integrated course, more  effective correlation with 
clinical topics, some redistribution of credit hours, or 
inaugnration of completely new courses. Changes in 
methodology might include adoptibn of programmed learning 
in some form, increased use of teaching aids like films and 
video tape, greater reliance on laboratory demonstrations 
a s  opposed to student experiments, etc. Any such alterations 
shoulkl presuppose the development of adequate means of 4 
measuring the consequences, 

! 
The changing roles of dentistry and other health 

professions may necessitate considerable upgrading and/ or 
introduction of new basic science courses for students in 
these disciplines. 

At present in most departments, the basic medical 
school course is a lso  taken by graduate students. It seems 
likely that these two groups will be separated in the future 
with the medical course stressing general principles and 
clinical applicability and the graduate course concerning 
itself with the more  detailed and complex mechanisms 
underlying the general principles. 

B. Research 

Future programs in research will be  determined by 
individual investigators. It does seem likely that the trend 
will continue toward more  fundarnental irzvestigations and 
away from those aspects closely related to an application. 

1 
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@IOMMIT'TEE FOR THE STUDY OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES 

FOR THE HEALTI-I SCIENCES 

. " #  

Minutes of Meeting Septeniber 30, 1965 -[#3) 

Present: Eugene Gr hairman, Ellis Benson, kichard Bond, K, Gerhard 
Brand, Isabel Harris, Joseph Larner, Lee Wattenberg, J ~ h n  Westeg(-fSni . ." . 1 i L ) 

L- '-S';-;-- -.;.* ,- 

Absent: Robert 1saacson 
I 

Guests: Richard Caldecott, Dean, College of Biological Sciences. ~ i i h r n  
Shepherd, Academic Viee President, Martha Hostettler 

NEXT MEETING: Wednesday, October 20, 3:JO P. M. 

Chairman Grim introduced tlie guests and noted that this meeting was called 
at  the suggestion s f  Dr. Learn af'*@k;sc 'Septernbe~ 13 Learn Garamittee Meeting. 
At that meeting Dr. Grim presented the ~ k s i c  Sciences report, A question wae 
raised about the relationship of the new College of Biological Sciences to certain 
graduate and undergraduate programs no; being carried on by the College of 

c Medical Sciences Basic Science De,~agt~;~?~ents. Dr. Grim expressed the opinion 
that his sub-committea did not kn&a_s_=,uch as  it would like about the new college, 
Dr. Shepherd remarked that the role and development of the new College of 
Biological Sciences will be shaped to some extent by the interaction with the m s i c  
sciences of the medical school. Dr. Grim then turned the meeting over to 
Dr, SHepherd atld D&&h Ealdecbtti 

Dr. Shepherd traced the b&/lgibddd && develobmedt of thk Cdlle k of B Biological Sciences (hereinafter referred to d& ~ B S ) ,  A dehi&ri id  re- debt6 
Botany and Zoology was held up pending an overall review sf the bioasgicab ~iddsridl 
programs in the University. Dr. Willey started the study and i t  had been going 
on for about a year when Dr. Shepherd assumed the position of Academic Vice 
President. At the end of another year's time, the study committee forwarded a 
report to all units of the University concerned with biological science, Certain 
modifications were incorporated in the report and it was then submitted to the 
Committee on Educational Policy within the University Senate, From the Senate 
i t  was sent to the Boar&of Regents via University Administration. As background 
for this group Dr. Shepherd quoted from certAS%*portions of the Board of Regents 
minutes, dated July 10, 1964. F O  the record, the portion of the minutes relating 
to the establishment of the CBS if  reproduced below. 

INSERT MATERIAL FROM JULY 10, 1964 B of R MINUTES 

College of Biological Sciences 

(, The Vice President, Academic Administration, presented a plan for the focus 
of the total needs of the biological sciences through'a new College of Biological 
Sciences, 



. , 

~ o k d d  on the rdcorndendation of the 'Vice President Acadergic Administkation, 
thevice Preeident, Business Administration, and the president, to approve the . 

1 

creation' of the College of Biological Sciences to be organized in akcordance with 
the following recommendations of the Senate Committee dn Edu~st ional  Poiicy a d  
kpprovdd 6y the Sknate at i t s  meeting of June 4, 1964: 

. 1, That a a l lege  of Biological Sciences be established, with its chied admid- 
istrative officer a Dean reporting directly to the President's Office. This college 
should provide the home for a core faculty in basic biology, with a recommended 
organization in  terms of molecular, cellular, organismal evolutionary, and hap- 
ulation biology. 

2, That, initially, the College should be formed by the administrative and 
budgetary inclusion of faculty members of the existing Departments of Botany, 
Zoology, and Biochemistry (St, Paul), and of certain faculty members in genetics, 
biophysics, and other a r eas  of biology. 

3, That dual citizenship - by formal cross-charges, joint appointments, or  
other appropriate plans 1 be used f rom the beginning in order to include within 
the College rapresentativee from the broad spectrum of biology throughout the 
University, 

4. That the departments in the College of Biological Sciences offering majors 
leading to the B.A. degree be functionally a part of the College of Liberal Arts 
with the same responsibilities for  liberal education a s  other departments in that 
College, 

5 , That the responsibilities of the new College shall be: 

To provide leadership in the development a t  the University of a unified under - 
graduate program in biology, leading to appropriate Bachelor's degrees; 

To prwide  course sequences needed to serve in the curriculums of the College 
of Liberal Arts and of other colleges; 

To provide a new and significantly attractive visible structure for the recruit- 
ment of faculty and students for the development of biology; 

To provide a home for a well-integrated group of biologists and thus 

To provide a base for increased development of research and professional and 
graduate training programis both in the new College and in other a r eas  of the 
University, 

6 ,  That a Consultative Council for Biology be established, appointed by the 
President with the advice of the Deans of the several colleges with relations to  
biology, under the chairmanship of Dean of the new College, to provide a channel 

< 3 
for co-operative planning of programs relating to biology throughout the University. 

7, That the requirements for the B, A. and the 8, S, in Education with majors 
in the biological sciences be determined, as at present, by the College of Liberal 
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Arts and the College of Education, respectively; and that the requirements for the 
baccalaureate degrees to be given in collaboration with the All-University Council 
on Liberal Education. 

8. That, initially, students enter the new College of Biological Sciences in 
the junior year. 

9. That, since additional buildings and facilities for biology a r e  needed on 
both the Minneapolis and St. Paul Campuses, all  planning for such facilities be 
evaluated by a faculty committee including biologist6 from both locations. 

10. That it is deemed advisable for the new Dean to establish his office initiall; 
on the St. Paul Campus; i t  is also deemed advisable to consider the appointment 
of an Associate Dean with an office in Minneapolis who might serve the College of 
Liberal Arts with respect to biology in the same way that the Associate Dean of 
the Institute of Technology serves with respect to physical science. 

Documentalkon filed supplement to the minutes, page 16,873, 

Voted further, to express the thanks of the Regents to the members of the 
Committee on the Development of the Biological Sciences for their long and devoted 
service to this assignment, 

dn quoting the above material, Dr. Shepherd noted that approximately 45 units 
of the University have a concern with the biological sciences. It i s  anticipated 
that this program will have activities on both campuses. 

QUESTION: You mentioned that the St, Paul campus has a bio-chemistry depart- 
ment. What relationship, if any, does this department have to the one in the 
Medical School? Actually, there i s  no formal relationship, Going back to the 
point that the CBS will have overall basic courses while other schools will con- 
tinue with their applied courses, such as medicine and agriculture, This does 
not preclude a relationship involving programs and faculty members, The CBS 
clearly recognizes the applied departments have an interest in this area, Mean- 
ingful dual appointments will be encouraged. Specifically with a reference to 
your question, the only esds ting relationship with CBS and CMS (College of Medical 
Science) with regard to the St, Paul Bio-Chemistr.~ program is an informal joint 
agreement en requirements for graduate degrees. This has come about because 
it was s o  directed by the Graduate School . There is no push for cooperation a t  
present, a t  the undergraduate level, It should also be pointed out that the CBS 
has been in existence for just a matter of weeks,and there hasn't been time for 
this dual citieenship to develop in  new areas.  There is a carryover of some 
dual citizenships f rom the departments that comprise CBS. 

QUESTION: In your statement, did you allow for the development of new depart- 
ments? Yes, i t  is our intent to cover the whole spectrum of biological science 
activity, At present, we have botany, zoology, bio-chemistry and genetics. We 

(. I I 
do have plans for other departments o r  programs such as, biological engineerin& 
bio-physics and microbial science, 



I should like to point out that we a re  undertaking a study to identify what 
strengths we have in the CBS that we can build upon and also identify what a r e  
our deficiencies. Then we will be able to devise a more realistic program plan 
and project space needs, 

Another basic position of the school is that basic biologic science teaching 
ought to be under the CBS, This does not preclude these courses being taught by 
other college faculties, but then the CBS ought to have a say about the content so 
they fit into the overall undergraduate program and the CBS ought to have the 
privilege of listing the courses in i t s  catalog. 

QUESTION: But the content of the course itself will be determined by someone 
outside the college teaching i t ?  

COMMENTr This needs clarification. Some courses a r e  designed for a specific 
public, such as  medical students, agriculture students, etc, These courses 
won't be altered, although the CBS may t ry  to make them broader, But the genera' 
courses must have a mandate from the CBS. 

QUESTION: What will be the relationship of the undergraduate in say, physiology, 
and your school? We haven't come to grips with that yet. 

( 
QUESTION: At present, we determine the course requirements, In the future 
would it be the basic science department and the CBS? 

COMMENT: Again this needs clarification. If you go back to the Board of Regent,. 
document, i t  states that the CBS will set requirements for courses in the basic 
sequence, 

COMMENT: I would imagine i t  will take some work to determine what is a basic 
course. Yes, but I would assume that the men in the science departments could 
come up with some mutually acceptable definitions, 

t 

QUESTION: If I understand what you have been saying, you a r e  not likely to 
organize an applied rnierobiology course, but might organize a department with 
microbiology scientists working on basic problems? Not precisely, I would 
say these a r e  few good CBS in this country that don't have a microbiology depart- 
ment within the colle,ge, At present, we a r e  not pushing for a department because 
there is one available. But we must get into the business ~f recruiting microbial 
scientists, The group then discussed the difference between microbial science 
and microbiology, 

COMMENT: It should be noted that the CMS microbiology department has numer- 
ous graduate and undergraduate courses. Teaching medical students i s  a small 
par t  of the total load. 

QUESTION. I detect a certain ambiguity in your remarks about the future of the 
CBS, There a r e  certain undergraduate courses taught by  other schools that you 
call acceptable, yet you want to hire more staff to develop your own programs in  +* 



the same area. In the future, will we have to drop our undergraduate courses? 
Perhaps I can clarify this by citing the example of physics, I would envision the 
CBS serving the entire University a s  does Physics. All programs serving the 
entire University would be part  of CBS, but not those serving special interest 
groups. 
COMMENT: It seems that the CBS operates a t  two levels, You have responsibility 
for teaching undergraduate basic courses. If you had jurisdiction over the under- 
graduate programs we now have, the space implications would be minor. Only 
microbiology and phys,iolog$ Fzivei a signifitant number df students,. ~ o w e k e r ,  the 

radkbte an& research letiel :S a different matter. If ydu envisioned jurisdiction 
r e  then I'd be concerndd a s  inbst bt opt load i s  in this area  (not rnkdical. 
students) and if it were taken out, then tdio wQuld be a d a j o r  space $actor for 
consideration. 

COMMENT: Perhaps I can comment on this. There a r e  times when academic 
lines blur a t  the graduate level. It could be we will have to take a look and regroup 
out. graduate committees so  there i s  a cross representation from CBS and CMS. 
Hopefully, students would go back and forth along thia line and not be hindered by 
rigid academic lines. 

QUESTION: I s  there a graduate group committee for the basic medical sciences? 
Yes, I believe i t  i s  located in Rochester, Minnesota and on campus, 

COMMENT: I would hope the student could go back and forth between the CMS 
basic sciences and the CBS, I would also hope the graduate committee would 
recognize that this i s  basically biology, and not agriculture or medicine, 

COMMENT: Many of our graduate students in the basic sciences take no courses 
more closely related to medicine, than say physiology, Therefore there is not 
an excessive emphasis on medicine, 

COMMENT: That is my point, Then why shouldn't these students be in the CBS? 
It wmld seem to make much more sense. Of course, this i s  a dkcision that will 
have to be made by the graduate school, 

COMMENT: The CBS has a committee working with CLA on the development of 
the BA in CLA and the BS in the CBS, The BA program would not be a s  intensive 
as the BS and could be used for teachers who want a science major. The four 
year degree does not make a professional scientist of anyone, 

COMMENT: One of the reasons for the basic science departments undertaking 
undergraduate courses i s  to get people with better preparation into the graduate 
program, 

COMMENT: I agree, and that is one of the reasons for  CBS. With the whole CBS 
faculty looking at programs, higher minimum standards should be set and the 
entire program should be stronger than in the past. 



QUESTION: For  the CBS to accornpl~sh i ts  goals, what physical facilities a r e  in 
the immediate planning stage and what a r e  the probabilities for facilities in the 
future? Perhaps I could help answer this one by explaining where we a r e  a t  the 
moment. At the last  legislative session we requested the construction of a wing 
on the Zoology Building, We a r e  short on laboratory space for undergraduate 
biology students. In the long te rm the life sciences also need space so we planned 
to ask for the completion of the new chemistry building rather than phasing two 
buildings, which is very expensive, This would have p r ~ v i d e d  more space than 
chemistry needs a t  present, but the extra space would be compatible with the needs 
in biology. We could have stubbed in the services. However, the legislature 
gave us funds for phasing the buildings, 

If we can build a phase of the chemistry building and the same f a r  biology we 
will relieve the p,ressure for space. W e  a r e  adding space in St. Paul also. So 
the plan to build in front of zoology and tie into botany is in abeyance, There 
was then a discussion of physical developments in the C33S St. Paul campus. 

In the future, the CBS does plan to develop a graduate program, This will 
have an impact on the CMS but there i s  nothing to report a t  present as the CBS 
faculty i s  undergoing the aforementioned survey to determine 1) where the 
excellence is within the school and 2) where the shortcomings a r e ,  

COMMENT: From now until the 1970's, the growth of the St. Paul campus should 
be the same a s  the Minneapolis Campus, 

COMMENT: I'm interested in your remark about the future of the St. Paul campus 
in  that you mentioned the development of a teaching-research building. In the 
CMS we developed differently, F i r s t  we had the faculty, then the graduate 
research students and then the space. It sounds like you a r e  going to get space 
for graduate students but I presume you a r e  assuming that you will get faculty to 
go along with the space and graduate students, Yes, this is largely a matter  of 
semantics. We will grow much as you have in the CMS, Also I could envision a 
facility where any number of people would take up residence for a portion of a 
project, That is various groups would come in and occupy space for a period of 
time and then a new group would come in on the same project, There was then a 
description of how general science space is used in the IT research program. 

QUESTION If the student had an advisor in the CMS , could this man use a 
laboratory on the St. Paul campus ? Yes. 

COMMENT: At the last  Learn Committee meeting when our group reported, we 
were asked to consider the suggestion that some of our graduate student and 
research activities be located away from the present space. 

( COMMENT; Yes, I believe Dr. Learn was thinking of building peripheral facilities 
to the health sciences campus, The faculty then might move to this building, 
coming back to the main complex to teach, The space science center is an example 
of how this can work. The Minneapolis faculty should have space on the St. Paul 
campus to work with its students. 



QUESTION: I s  there a possibility 9 E  t5.e CBS teaching a course in fundamental 
genetics to the medical ;~t - . ;~rc~~is?  T:kzsfii-."tely yes. 

COMMENT: This is what I was suggesting earl ier .  

COMMENT: For  example, 3, geneticist in the CBS might teach a course to medical 
students. If, however, the CMS wanted to get involved, then the CBS man might 
move to the CMS faculty. If CMS i s  not satisfied with the GBS course, then the 
CBS would t r y  to adjust the coqrse to serve the CMS, We will now be teaching the 
same genetics course in Minneapolis and St, Paul, It will not be called agricul- 
ture genetics or  zoological genetics, ibut simply genetics, 

COMMENT: Microbiology for medical students doesn't include population genetics, 

COMMENT: I would res is t  CMS teaching a basic course in genetics. 

QUESTION! What % of the CBS will be in St. Paul? Minneapolis? ten years from 
now. I'd like to comment on that. I think there i s  no answer a t  present but it i s  
clear that we need biology on both campuses. There will be course offerings on 
both campuses and faculty and students will move back and forth. 

COMMENT: If we can only get one building, the preference would be in St. Paul 
because the greatest need i s  there. The CBS committee was not res is tant to  the 
idea of the professor moving back and forth between campuses. This i s  not too 
much to ask of the professor. 

COMMENT: However, I would like to point out that we must make it easy for the 
professors to move back and forth. Transportation must be improved. 

COMMENT: 1 think there i s  a danger of a real  collision between CBS and CMS 
because CMS has bean moving more and more to fundamental science. 

COMMENT: This issue was solved about 10 p a r s  ago in math and physics without 
difficulty. 

COMMENT: I would like to be able to call on the physiology faculty to teach courses 
for example, membrane physiology. 

COMMENT: Again, I am worried over the idea that in the future major biologic 
innovations will be on the St. Paul Campus. 

COMMENT: We can't move all the faculty and students to the St, Paul campus. 
They will be needed on both campuses, 

QUESTION: Did you envision the graduate advisory committee would be intra-  or  c ,  inte r--college composition? Inter-College. 
Respectfully submitted, 

John H, Wester man 
Executive Secretary 



COMMITTEE FOR THE STUDY OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES 

FOR THE HEALTH SCIENCES 

Basic Sciences Sub-Committee 

Minutes of Meeting October 20, 1965 ( # 6 )  

Pres  entr Eugene Grim, Chairman, Ellis Benson, K, Gerhard Brand, 
Isabel Harris, Robert Isaacson, Joseph Larner, Kathryn Ritzen, 
John W esterman 

Absent: Richard Bond, Lee Wattenberg 

Guest: James Stephan, Professor and Associate Director, Program on 
Hospital Administration 

Chairman Grim stated that the purpose of this meeting was to sound out 
the cornrnitteete opinion on some basic questions relating to space needs of the 
Basic Science Departments, 

QUESTION: How important i s  i t  for Basic Sciences to be geographically close 
to the Clinical Departments? Is i t  more important for Basic Sciences to be 
close to the Clinical Departments than Public Health, Nursing, or  Dentistry, 
for example? Should we move out of this area or should some other department? 
Dr,, Learn has indicated that in the future some departments may have to move 
out of this area, so we must carefully consider the prospect of our doing so or  
the reasons for not doing so, Should we be more closely related to the College 
of Biological Sciences ? 

How far away do you have in mind when you mention moving 3 The football 
practice field or the St, Paul Campus, Well, wherever we a re  located we need 
to have easy access to the clinics, especially in view of the type of climate we 
have out here, which cc~bld make outdoor access from a great distance a real 
hardship at  times. It wouldn't be too bad to be located on the football field, 
provided there is ease of communication with the center complex. 

The Clinical Departments themselves feel the need to stay close to Basic 
Aciences, so that consideration should be given due weight* 

QUESTION Why does any aspect of the College of Medical Sciences have to 
move? Dr. Learn made this statement at the last  meeting of the Paretzf 
Committee, that we can't just build upward; 1Mr. Close has a figure that forbids 
unlimited vertical building, so we must be prepared to consider possiMe moves 
away f ~ o m  this complex. However, the validity of Mr, Close's figures should 
be considered most carefully. Some of the committee felt that Basic Sciences 

- should stay right in the complex, since i t  has the greatest right and need to be 
' >- - .-< ./ 



located here, However, a location connected to the main complex by a tunnel 
to avoid carrying experiments outside would be acceptable also. 

There i s  one significax~t difficulty to moving further out on the perimeter 
of the complex, and this i s  one Dr. French has mentioned, i+ e., the ideal 
eituation is to have laboratories, offices and teaching units adjacent, However, 
a s  Dr. Learn pointed out, when all of these components a re  put together in a 
sizable, growing unit, this relationship can't be strictly preserved anyhow* 
Therefore, we must face the need to consider what can be separated from the 
core with the least ill-effects? If we're going to grow, separadons will 
develop - a certain distance from the other departments - but we must come up 
with a ranking of necessary proximities among the various departments, We 
accept that the Clinical Departments must be close to the Hospitals, Should 
the Basic Sciences be close to the Clinical Departments? Public Health, for 
example, has admitted that i t  could build on Oak Streeg, although they don't 
wish to be removed from the central core either, But if  Basic Sciences feels 
that i t  must be close to the Clinical Departments, then i t  will have to marshal 
arguments in favor of this position. Perhaps the strongest argument i s  that 
the Clinical Departments themselves say they need us to stay close to them, 
and we feel a complimentary need to etay close to them, Basic Sciences could 
exist, i f  they had to, without the Clinical Departments, but they could not exist 
without us. 

QUESTION: Is there any way in which the Basic Sciences Departments could 
be split up? For example, the new research facilities might be separated from 
the rest (the offices and teaching labs). I peraonally dislike this, since i t  i s  
time-consuming to travel between office and research lab. Also, i t  would split 
the staff into f&w%unostly in research and those mostly in teaching. 

QUESTION: A corollary question to the ones we've been considering is, a re  
these branches of the University which Basic Sciences must be near? It i s  
important far Basic Sciences to be within a reasonable distance of Chemistry 
and Physics, W e  a re  against rn~ving the entire medical center to St, Paul, 
for example, All of these questions will be framed and have to be faced in  the 
future, Suppose the College of Biological Sciences really developed into a fir  st  
class organirtation, would Basic Sciences be betwr separated from them or from 
here? Where a re  our priorities? 1t seems that our priorities a re  here, near 
Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics. There i s  a great deal of space pressure to 
build a lot of the College of Biological Sciences on the St, Paul campus; therefore, 
we have to see whether i t  becomes of such a quality that we miss having i t  herec 

QUESTION: In regard to space requirements, acceptj.ng the likelihood of &OO 
medical students, the increased number of courses to be taught to Dental students, 
more ancillary students - Med Tech, PT, Nur wing, alt;t.-onp,h we're not sure of 
o w  respoase about Nursing Q $ b e ~ e  wilj? ' - increased needs in the graduate Nursing 
program) - i s  i t  possible to put lecturb\;.k-ce at a distance from the dcpartrnents? 



Several blocks away, for example? We have to consider student travel to these 
lecture halls also, but thatlt not likely to be a problem, Lecture facilities 
could then feasibly be separated* 

QUESTION: Is i t  possible that the College of Biological Sciences will be 
teaching undergraduate survey -type courses to technologists ? No, not for some 
time, at least not those courses taught to professianal studants, possible to 
graduate students, definitely to CLA and IT students, 

QUESTION: Could student laboratory space be shared among several departments 
and could those labs be physically separated from their present home base? 
There seems no reason why this can't be done, because teachers won't be in two 
places at the same time, they can't be in the labs while they're in lectures, 
Then lecture-student laboratory space could possibly be moved from the present 
office-researchzlab space, Student-laboratory space could be separated, but 
sharing that space is another question, Our labs a r e  presently filled and crowded 
all week long, However, we're talking about this, if there a re  200 medical 
students, we will have Po have new labs, and this new lab space could possibly 
be shared, while keeping the present lab as  is* One problem in sharing the 
laboratory i s  that rigid scheduling i s  necessary to make i t  work and you lose 
flexibility' that way. It should be kept in mind, however, that i t1 s not likely one 
laboratory would be shared by all six departments of Basic $ciences. We would 
have to consider the differences in curriculum and hourly changes in lab occupancy. 

QUESTION: Would the new laboratories be used by medical students exclusively? 
If so, they shouldn't be far from the present set-up, because we have to prepare 
the media used in the labs for experiments and demonstratione. Maybe weld 
even need extra personnel if the new labs a re  at a distance, just to take care of 
thecte things, and perhaps it would be easier to provide more personnel than to 
enlarge the present space, 

QUESTION: Are the Basic Science labe separated now from department space l 
Yes, but all of the student labs and preparation rooms a re  in the same place now, 
Having two laboratories will automatically increase the necessary personnel; 
two labs, for examplie, wiU require two stockroom attendants. 

QUESTION: Can we anticipate more esoteric equipment in the future which will 
have to have space in student labe? The equipment i s  esoteric enough now, i f  
you ask me. However, we will need more space for equipment. 

QUESTION: Should the numbers of graduate students expand independent of any 
increase in the number of staff to handle technologists medical students, etc ? 
In other worde, should we permit the number of graduate student$ to expand of 
i ts  own accord and get staff just to take care of the increased graduate student83 



..A: - 
QUESTION: What's the ratio of graduate students now? Four to Eve pe? 
professor, on the average, This i s  determixajd by ths total zv,tmber or' 
professional staff, which in turn is determined by the number of medical students 
and dental students we teach. 

QUESTION: Doesn't this ratio vary with the intereat s of the individual professor ? 
Oh yes, there i s  some variation, but not much; i t 's  pretty constant. Actually, 
the numbers of graduate students have not been a problem until recent years, 
since there didn't used to be enough to saturate the staff, Now, there a re  
potentially more than the present staff can handle. This is a very important 
consideration for space requirement sr, because each new staff member requires 
one- to two thousand additional square feet of space, 

The number of graduate students we should have i s  actually a philosophical 
question, The key to developing new medical institutions is having enough staff 
to f i l l  them, and this i s  derived from training graduate students, By and large, 
such staff come out of Basic Sciences graduate schoots, even those who go into 
clinical departments, So, i t  seems wise, then, @o expand our staff to handle an 
increased number of graduate students, 

There was same question as  to whether the number of medical students 
irbsolutely controls the number of staff, since a certain number of staff is 
always required just to cover all of the pertinent fields, Historically, the staff 
has grown in relationship to the numbers of medical students, G r a b t e  
student increases follow the addition of faculty, However, we have hired new 
people in the past few years with soft money to teach in new fields, These people 
have been hired without strict regard to the number of medical students, and 
thus the number of graduate students has been able to increase at a faster pace, 

One has to decide whether it 's justifiable to spend more State dollars to 
supply the needs of the nation at  large. Another fundamental question is, what 
should be the ratio of S a t e  to Federal dollars in training people to satisfy national 
needs? It is likely that in the future there will be increasingly more Federal 
support, in recognition of the fact that many State University medical schools 
a r e  often supplying more than State needs, This has already been recognized in 
the case of the School of Public Health, for example, where i t  receives 9070 of 
i t s  support from the federal government, T h s ~ e  a re  a great number of areas  in 
the health science complex which a r e  not so recognized now, 

QUESTION Getting back to the relationship between staff and the number of 
medical students, I disagree that there i s  no absolute ratio, Increased numbere 
of students always requires more staff, for laboratories expecially. This is 
analogouer b staff in the clinical area, Of course, but tvhat I really meant was 
that we need a lower limit of staff to teach each area, 



QUESTION: Mr. Stephan acknowledged that parameters can be drawn around the 
numbers of medical students, but wondered whether parameters can so easily be 
drawn around graduate students? In Basic Sciences, a graduate degree is a 
research degree, the students turn in  research which has to be evaluated; tk .5~  
requires staff times Historically, this has been a problem, because medical 
schools are not training their fair  share of graduate studenM 

QUESTION: Does the 4 - 6 figure of graduate students per professor include 
students i n  another discipliae doing graduate work in Basic Sciences o r  a r e  these 
all  professional Basic Sciences graduate students? Whether they a r e  doing 
research and taking staff time determines whether they a r e  counted in the Barsic 
Sciences figures, 

QUESTLON: Is there any way to determine the number of Pb, D, I s  in clinical 
fields who train in  Basic Science departments? Some might be taking a Surgery 
Pb D, with a thesis in  Physiology, In looking at training needs across the 
country, some Ph. D, Is will go into basic sciences, while others will go into 
clinical fields. Both typrss of students a r e  attached to the Basic Science 
Departments* 

QUESTION: What about the influence of the College d Biological Sciences on 
students that Basic Sciences now teaches in CLA, Agriculture, IT? It will not 

( make much difference in space requirements, since these students for the most 
par t  have no labs and mainly share lectures with other health profession students, 

QUESTION: If the College of Biological Sciences becomes really strong, will it 
have an impact in drawing students from your own areas, in Biology for example? 
Technicians, nurses, etc, require introductory courses that a r e  medically 
oriented, which Biological Sciences can't teach for us a t  present, Z t  might 
poat sibly cut the Basic Sciences ' student population. On the whole, however, it 
does not seem that the development of the College of Biological Sciences will 
have space implications for Basic Sciences, unless there i e  Gome move from 
Basic Sciences to the College of Biological Sciences, 

QUESTION: This is .directed a t  Mr, Stephan, How best does one decide the 
amount of space needed? Do you relate i t  to the number of staff or the nurnber 
of students ? You do both, you relate i t  t o  the number of students, undergraduate, 
msdical, graduate, and post-doctoral, and to the nurnber of faculty, You won't 
attract faculty without a certain amount of research space. In the past, for each 
etiaff member, about one to two thousand square feet of space, including 
administrative office space and shared equipment, has been necessary* Do these 
epace figures you cite usually take into coasidera$ion the number of graduate 
students ? Research space i s  related to graduate students; lecture and student 
laboratories are  related to other kinds of studcrsts, Fkeccj,se information about 
these needs can be gathered only from the departments themselves, It 's hard 
for u s  to determine the number of graduate students, because the amount of 



research dollars usually determines this, 

QUESTION: To what extent i s  this committee able to conclude that-we 323d S 
number of square feet of space? A professional space consultant will be vwking 
with the committee members to figure this out, Of course, we have to make 
sure to whom which space belongs, We must relate present space to present 
programs, and gauge how students and programs will grow, then predict the space 
that will be required The committee can't do this all by itself, but i t  can help 
the professional space planners with priorities, 

We must keep in mi$d .%hat the faculty i s  doing the planning, which i s  not 
the usual case. So there will be more individual interviewing in the departmento 
and then you will need to make judgments about your findings, The Learn 
Committee meeting planned for November 22 will be mainly concerned with just 
such priorities of program changes, finances, etc, 

In view of the importance of the next Learn Committee meeting and the 
hiring of a space consultant to provide further guidance as  to the next steps 
which the Basic Sciences Committee vohould take, Dr. Grim set no date for the 
next subcommittee meeting, but will inform members when i t  seems wisest to 
hold the next meeting, 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kathryn Ritsen 
Research Assistant 



COMMITTEE FOR THE STUDY OF' PHYSICAL FACILITIES 

FOR THE HEALTH SCIENCES 

Basic Science Subcommittee 

Minutes of Meeting December 9, 1965 (#7) 

Present: Eugene Grim, Chairman; Ellis Benson, Robert Isaacson, Kathryn 
Ritzen, John Westerman 

Absent: Richard Bond, Gerhard Brand, Isabel Harris, Joseph Larner, Lee 
Wattenberg 

NEXT MEETING AT THE CALL OF THE CHAIRMAN 

Br, Grim began by s ta tugtha t  the purpose of the meeting was to review the 
Preliminary Report of the Learn Committee and make suggestions on any changes 
or additions that seemed necessary, 

The first question that came up concerned the specifics of the Learn Corn -. 
mittee Report, i, e. what specific suggestions for the Health Sciences are  made, 
what i s  the proposed calendar of development, what plans have the highest priority? 
It was pointed out that the first  report i s  only a Preliminary Report, and we will 
be able to be more specific after the space study is completed and there i s  time for 
more conversations with all the department chairmen, 

Some suggested that the Basic Sciences section of the report would be strength- 
ened by emphasizing the factors requiring more space for the Basic Science 
departments: 1) increased enrollment to meet manpower pressures, with the . -  . . . 
dernand for basic sciences graduate students being equally great a s  if not greater 
than the dernand for medical students, with 2) the resulting need for more faculty 
to meet the needs of the phenomenon, The sentiment clearly 'was %a take 9 positive 
stand in the Basic Sciences section of the Report on graduate student teaching. 

Such a position is further supported by the expected emergence of more 
clinical re  search centers, which will require more basic sciences support, If 
these programs a r e  to be attracted to Minnesota, it's necessary to maintain and 
even strengthen the basic sciences here. In this regard, there i s  the philosophical 
question whether clinical re search will grow by participation of the Basic Science 
departments, or  whether the Basic Science departments will grow into more 
clinically oriented science. In our own situation, joint appointments of faculty 
would seem the ideal solution, but this i s  not often a realizable solution because 
two departments a re  not always equally willing to hire on that basis. 

Much of the meeting's d is~uss ion  centered around the relationship between 
the Basic Sciences and the newly created College sf Biological Sciences. One 
question was, how much Basic Sciences work could be moved into the College of 
Biological Sciences? This has an important bearing on how much support the 
Basic Sciences can continue to give the Medical School, 

,171 L 



~ n k t h e r  question was whether there i s  any reasoii not to favor the College of 
Biologiaal Sciences' taking on undbrgraduate Biology dburses, The reaction to 
thi$ waa;. i f  the College of ~iologi ,cal  Scienceb develop krkrong biological sciences 
de@artmeritsi the Basic Sciences w&ld be glad to turn this function over to them. 

, ( 

The main reason why the ~ a s i c  gciencad a r e  iio; involved in undergraduate 
instruction is to get undergraduates' $6 take mbre Math* And Physiology than they 
would normally. Microbioldgy might hold k,#iffsiant opinion on what the CBS could 
take over, bacausk h/iicrobi0logy does, a unique jab in tkhching a large number of 
udde&glilduatesi i t i& likely1 howev&~{ that they, too, , ivould hand over this a s  sign- 
mdht i f  'CBS could thke i t  on. The& does, be6m to be, & kertain amount of duplication 
with 6 b ~  which wB hivenit yet come ,to griipd with, bdt perhaps we need to wait 
until CBSts plans ape further worked hht. 

The important point which the cornmitile wanted to emphasize in the Learn 
Committee report was that the Basik ,Sciendbs have vital relationships with the 
College of Medical Scienceb clinical sciencd departments, a s  well as with Physics, 
Math and Chemistry. The. Basic skiencei want to see these relationships main- 
tained and strengthened, and this rdbuires haintaining geographic proximity to 
them, At the same time, taking irltd account it? first,  priority relationships, the 
Basic Sciences favor a paditive +elationship with the College of Biological Sciences, 
a relationship wiiicki, howdve r, i 19 handicapped $y geographical separation, 

A few other changes to the $ 8 8 ~ ~  Soiinces seCtio6 of the Preliminary Report 
were .@ug~ested.  It was felt that i t b h  8. aa page 6 ihduid be appehded to emphasize 
that khb & i r i c  ~ c i e d t t a  &tiidkith p f a g r a q  ia a tMjdr ~ o u r c k  at dl1 research 
intieshighkara, inciiididg &a&& id ike  clifiikai fieiddl ih  w&$ hbped tHat the Clinical 
Medicine sectioh ai! thb wbLIld a*he&d .&$art r ~ f  rl rthorib tie with the 
Basic Sciences, 

Another proposed alteration to the Report was that, while no radical changes 
in the Basic Sciences a r e  foreseen at present, curriculum review may lead to some 
changes and therefore, we can't make any important predictions about programs 
until curriculum review takes place, 

The chairman concluded the meeting by informing the members that further 
meetings will be held later  on, after progress i s  made on the space study and after 
the Preliminary Report has made an impact and produced some feedback, The 
second phase of the Health Sciences study might also entail some additions to the 
Basic Sciences Subcommittee to ca r ry  out the more detailed planning required. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kathryn Ritzen 
Research Assistant 



COMB.4ITTEE FOR THE STUDY OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES 

FOR THE HEALTH SCXXNCES 

W&G $c$ences Subcommittee 

Minutes of Meeting May 19, 1966 (#8) 

Present: Eugene Grim, Chairman; Ellis Benson, William Felts, Isabel Harris,  
Robert Isaacson, Jack Miller, McCollum Brasfield, Edmond Nelson, 
Kathyrn Ritzen 

Absent: Richard Bond, Gerhard Brand, Joseph Larner, Lee Wattenberg 

NEXT MEETING: THURSDAY, JUNE 1 6, 1 966 a t  3: 30 P, N, in 424 MILLARD HALL 

Agenda: 1, Tentative Proposal for Expansion of Health Sciences 
2. Examination of size of basic sciences graduate program 

1. Dr. Grim traced the background of the space consultants' proposal to accommoda' 
future health sceinces expansion (€or full details see  Parent  Committee Minutes of 
May 9, 1966). The plan, which calls for a new dental facility,freeing dental space 
in Owre, and the School of Nursing to  vacate Millard Hall, would allow the Basic 
Sciences to expand by about 70,000 square feet, Microbiology expansion is not part  
of this proposal, although it is programmed t o  expand within Mayo, 

The committee had several questions on the proposal, Since the expansion 
takes into account an entering class of 200 medical students, there was some ques- 
tion of how long the Medical School could expect to keep the legislature from asking 
fo r  a class of 250 medical students, Some members also wondered why a second 
medical school was not the proposed solution to increasing the number of physicians 
graduating each year, 

Another question which a rose  was, why not build a new Basic Sciences building 
instead of remodeling the entire Basic Sciences complex'? There a r e  many reasons 
why this won't be possible in the foreseeable future, The Regents have committed 
themselves to  building a new dental and outpatient facility, There is no apparent 
alternative use s f  the vacated dental a r ea  and i t  would be extremely difficult to 
justify the destruction of existing space while asking for new construction. Besides, 
i t ' s  possible to get NIH funds to pay all of che costs of remodeling in connection with 
research projects, whereas at beeP one could get only matching funds for new con- 
struction, Most importantly, up until now the Basic Sciences ~ubcommittee has not 
indicated a great need for a brand new buildingk 

Alternative ways to expand the basic sceinces were considered, To fill in 
Owre square would be too expensive. To bridge across  the present Mayo garage 
entrance, which is not included in the present proposal, could he  done for future 
expansion, The next major task for the subcommittee i s  to  determine, with the 
consultants' help, exactly how much space Basic Sciences will need, up throv-gh 1975, 
2. The other important business for the subcommittee is to a r r ive  a t  a policy 
governing the size of the graduate student teaching program, It's very important 
for the space consultants to have this information fm us. Up to now the number 
of graduate students has been determined largely by the number of faculty needed to  
teach the medical and dental students, The question is whether this i s  the best way 
to determine the size of the graduate student program, . 



At the Parent  Committee meeting of April 21, President Wilson indicated that 
he had serious reservations about continuing to enlarga the graduate program on an 
unplanned basis, Tt would seem the reasan for this atti$16de i s  the fear that the under- 
graduate program would otherwise be neglected, Another reason would be the finite 
resources of the University cannot accommodate unlimited expansion, Dr. Grim 
asked the subcommittee i t s  views about this issue, Would the faculty favor staff 
expansion solely to accommoda.te an increased number of graduate students? 
Dr, Miller replied that P h a r r ~ ~ a c y  now has an average ratio of 3 to 5 graduate studentr 
per  faculty person and he would not favor any ceiling on the size of the graduate pro- 
gram, Dr, Larner had previoualy indicated to Dr. Grim that there is no danger of 
turning away graduate student applicants in Biochemistry, Clinical Pharmacology 
will definitely grow. 

Dr. Benson said that the big need i s  to provide good facilities for  the faculty 
in  order to  attract good graduate and post-graduate students. At the same time, the 
faculty will continue to do a good job of teaching medical students. Dr, Felts a lso  
thought that space was a crucial factor in controlling the growth of the graduate 
program. Anatomy cannot accept more graduate students without more space, and 
it's not likely that the program will expand out of control if only two or three rooms 
a r e  alloted to a professor. Perhaps the best approach is to think in terms of an 
average amount of space required for each professor and that would include room for 
graduate students, 

Actually, there i s  ample justification for increasing the graduate program aside 
from expansion of the medical student class. One reason is to  meet the demand for  
men trained in the Basic Sciences who will be the future professors, Another is 
that we at tract  out-of-state interns and residents to our graduate programs who 
often remain in the state, The very teaching of basic sciences depends on staff 
research using graduate students. However, the administration and the legislature 
need to be convinced before the basic sciences will receive support on this policy, 
particularly since there already is greater receptivity in the legislature to an increase 
in the number of medical students, 

The next work of the Basic Sciences Subcommittee is to  make  SO.^ gtlesses 
about the average number of graduate students per professor and the basis for  
determining the size of the graduate program, A s  part  of this process, we ought to 
be able to determine the number of majors in each basic science department. It i s  
hoped that a representative from each department will be present a t  the next meeting 
on June 1 6 at  3: 30 in 424 Millard Hall, 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kathryn Ritzen 
Research Assistant 



COMMfZ'TEE FOR THE STUDY O F  PHYSICAL FACILITIES 

FOR THE mALTW SCIENCES 

Basic Sciences Subcommittee 

Minutes of Meeting June 16, 1966 (#9) 

Present: Eugene Grim, Chairman; Ellis Benson, Gerhard Brand, William Felts, 
Robert Isaacson, Joseph Larner, Jack Miller, Lee Wattenberg, 
McCollurn Brasfield, Edmund Nelson, Kathryn Ritzen 

Absent: Richard Bond, Isabel Harris 

NEXT MEETING AT THE CALL OF THE CHAIRMAN 

DT, Grim distributed a l is t  of tentative proposals, drawn up by the space con- 
sultants and based on the Preliminary Report, for the expansion of the health sciencc 
The l is t  also contained questions regarding the proposals on which Drr Grim re-  
quested the subcommittee members to obtain the opinions of their departments, 
Specifically, informatian i s  needed from the department chairmen on the present 
amount, type and adequacy of space for the present program, a s  well a s  a deter- 
mination of the present number and categories of graduate btudents, This type of 
quantitative information i s  necessary for compiling the final report, @ draft of 
which must be submitted to the parent committee by October 1, 1966, 

As a guide for gathering data for the report, Mr. Nelson distributed several 
l is ts  and work sheets: 

a. Present space allotted to each basic science departmefit 
b, Worksheet to evaluate the adequacy s f  existing space for the present prograr 
c. Number and types of students projected for 1973 and 1986 
d. Faculty and staff projections 
e, Projected staff/ student questionnaires 

Mr. Nelson i s  available and willing to help subcommittee members in their space 
evaluations, 

The use of multi-discipline laboratories was discussed at  length, Since a great 
deal of lab space will be required to accommodate growing enrollments, not only 
for those in the basic sciences but also for other students, such a s  medical technol* 
ogists, it may be feasible to combine the labs for teaching, This could be done with 
proper scheduling and departmental ownership of specialized equipment, Increas- 
ingly the clinical laboratories will have to be the primary teaching laboratories, 
because service laboratories a r e  becoming automated. However, many problems 
such as the optimum numbers to be taught at one time and whether teaching will be 
strictly departmental or  inter -departmental, would have to be solved if multidis - 
cipline labs a re  to be used successfully, 

The other major topie discussed was the size and statzis of the graduate student 
program in the basic sciences. The Preliminary Report indicated the phenomenal. 
growth of the graduate programs, but did not relate i t  to any base figures,,% Dr. Grin 
expressed the wish to have the opinions of all the basic science departmenth,on the 
emphasis which should be given to  the graduate program. Dr. Brand pointed out 
that graduate students play the primary role in teaching medical and dental students, 
Therefore, to teach larger classes of medical and dental students, i t  i s  more impor - 
tant to  increase the number of graduate students than the number of professors. 



Dr, Grim concluded the meeting by asking the committee members to have 
their departments hold staff meetings to discuss these issues and provide the 
necessary infaxmation outlined above, This information should be sent to Dr. Grim 
by August I ,  in time for a progress report to Dr. Learn. This same data will be 
discussed at a meeting in September and will provide the basis for the quantitative 
report due by October 1,  1 946# 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kathryn Ritsen 
Research Assistant 



Committee for the Study of Physical Facilities for the Health Sciences 

Basic Sciences Subcommittee 

Minutes of Meeting November 10, 1966 (# lo)  

Present: Eugene Grim, Chairman; Gaylen Bradley, William Felts, Isabel 
Harris,  Robert Isaacson, Jack Miller, Lee Wattenbe rg; McCollum 
Brasfield, Edmund Nelson, Kathryn Ritzen. 

Absent: Ellis Benson, Richard Bond, Joseph Larner  

NEXT MEETING: Wednesday, November 23, 1966, 3:30 P. M. , 424 Millard 

1. The subcommittee met to discuss completion of the final Basic Science Re- 
port, for submission to the Learn Committee early in  December, The remain- 
ing work concerns justification of faculty and space requests (eliminating any 
duplications therein), and some revision of the preliminary report's role and 
program statement. Dr. Grim told the committee he would submit to them 
copies of a draft of the final report, for their comments and criticism, in  time 
for  the next meeting. 
2@ Staff Requests. Dr. Grim pointed out that Dr. Learn had said the Univer- 
sity would use a student-faculty ratio of 6.3:  1 to justify new faculty in the 
health sciences, Therefore, any faculty increases which exceed this ratio 
will require sound justification, Since Anatomy and Pathology have requested 
faculty increases proportionately greater  than those in the other basic science 
departments, these increases will require appropriate justification. 
3, Space Requests. The total Basic Sciences space estimates exceed the 
69, 000 square feet of additional space likely to be available, but the estimates 
represent the frank opinion of the Basic Science departments and the subcom- 
mittee as to minimal future space needs. It i s  assumed that the Naegele prop- 
e r ty  i s  only for temporguy use and wbn!t be ready in  1973. 

a, Animal quarters.  The possible effects of federal legislation regarding 
animal quarter standards was discussed, and the committee concluded that 
future animal quarter needs were actually likely to be fa r  greater than those 
estimated. It has been estimated that 50% more space will be required just 
to house the present number of animals, It was suggested that animal quarters  
be built under Union Street, when the new facilities a r e  constructed, freeing 
other space in the basic science area ,  

b. Multidiscipline Laboratories. The committee concluded that, given 
the projected number of medical-dental students, and the number of hours per 
week they will: require in the labs, the use of multidiscipline teaching labs 
would not result in any saving of space. Each department would still require 
i t s  own stock-room, would still keep i ts  own research labs, where other 
undergraduate students a r e -  taught, and more staff would be needed to manage 
both the teaching and research labs. 



Page 2. Cont, 

At present, physiology and Pharmacy share  a virtual multidiscipline 
lab. Microbiology is severly cramped for  laboratory space for CLA students, 
graduate students and students in  other disciplines doing work in Microbiology. 

The committee acknowledged that there might be pedagogical reasons fo r  
multidiscipline labs, requiring a radical change in present teaching methods. 
But the argument f o r  such labs cannot be predicated on space saving in this 
particular situation. 

c.  Centrally Assigned Class rooms. The problem of using centrally assigned 
classrooms which a're becoming too small  for  increasingly large classes,  was 
brought up. The committee felt  that i t s  report  should clearly note the need for  
additional lecture space. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kathryn Ritzen 
Research Assistant 



Committee f o r  the  Study of  Physical F a c i l i t i e s  f o r  the  Health Sclences 

Basic Sciences Subcommittee 

Minutes of  Meeting November 23,  1966 (#11) 

Present :  Eugene G r i m ,  Chairman; E l l i s  Benson, Gaylen Bradley, William 
F e l t s ,  Robert Isaacson,  Joseph Larner, Jack Mi l l e r ,  Lee Watten- 
berg, Edrnund Nelson, Kathryn Ritzen.  

NEXT MEETING: AT THE CALL OF THE CHAIRMAN 

The Subcommittee made s e v e r a l  comments on the  r e p o r t  of  the  Basic Sciences 
Subcommittee t o  the  Committee f o r  the  Study of  Phys ica l  F a c i l i t i e s  f o r  t h e  
Heal th Sciences: 

1. A problem o f  accounting e x i s t s  f o r  those s tuden t s  housed i n  one depart-  
ment who a r e  majoring i n  another  department. There i s  a l s o  a problem 
o f  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  of  teaching  a s s i s t a n t s ,  who a r e  no t  included i n  t h e  
Basic SciencesT s t a f f  requirements.  Discussion a l s o  centered around the  
p o i n t  of  whether a s t ronger  sentence o r  paragraph should be included i n  
t h e  r e p o r t  regard ing  t h e  importance of  graduate s tuden t s  i n  the  teaching 
program. 

Subcommittee members a r e  c e r t a i n  t h a t  the  College of Medical Science 
Educat ional  Pol icy Committee w i l l  propose curriculum review, which w i l l  
change t h e  time medical s tuden t s  w i l l  spend i n  b a s i c  sc iences .  The 
innovat ions i n  the  curriculum w i l l  s u r e l y  r e s u l t  i n  g r e a t l y  expanded 
space needs. The r e p o r t  given the  Parent  Committee i s  an es t imate  of  
minimal needs t o  ca re  f o r  expansion of  p r e s e n t  programs. There i s  no 
f l e x i b i l i t y  o r  v e r s a t i l i t y  o f  programs poss ib le  wi th  these  reques ts .  
The d i scuss ion  of  m u l t i d i s c i p l i n e  l a b o r a t o r i e s  i s  an imaginative p a r t  
o f  the  program and should be included i n  the  f i n a l  r e p o r t .  

3 .  Are t h e  Curriculum Committee's opt ions  l i m i t e d  by t h e  phys ica l  f a c i l i t i e s  
planning? The genera l  answer t o  t h i s  was, "Yes, t o  some extent . "  This 
r e p o r t  t o  the  Parent  Committee i s  the  s t a t u s  quo r e p o r t ,  s ince  program 
changes based on more space were no t  e l i c i t e d .  This could not  be avoided, 
however, s ince  t h e  Curriculum Committee i s  s t i l l  i n  a very genera l  s t age  
of  planning.  An addendum wi th  an escape c lause  regarding the e f f e c t  of  
curriculum 1-eview i s  suggested. 

4. Another suggest ion i s  t h a t  t he  Committee should show f i g u r e s  of per-  
sonnel  needed now, wi th  p o s s i b l e  comparisons of the  Universi ty  of  Minn- 
e so ta  with o t h e r  comparable i n s t i t u t i o n s .  The Committee agreed t h a t  a 
s ta tement  be made regard ing  facul ty-s tudent  r a t i o s .  

5. Another comment i s  t h a t  graduate  s tuden t s  l ack  s tudy space and there-  
f o r e  p r o j e c t i o n s  of  cub ic l e s  f o r  medical s tuden t s  o r  graduate s tuden t s  
i s  no t  a t  a l l  u n r e a l i s t i c .  However, t h i s  space i s  extens ive .  The 
Committee agrees  t h a t  space changes w i l l  r e t u r n  from curriculum program 
changes and i s  i n  favor  o f  e s t ima t ing  problems r e s u l t i n g  from curriculum 
change. 

D r .  G r i m  w i l l  make t h e  suggested changes i n  t h e  r e p o r t  and s e n t  it t o  
t h e  Committee members f o r  approval.  D r .  G r i m  thanks the  Committee members 
f o r  t h e i r  e f f o r t s .  



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Office of Civil Service Personnel 

Minneapolis 14, Minnesota 

MEMORANDUM 

TO : Deans, Directors, and Department Heads 

FROM : Frank Pieper, Director of Civil Service Personnel 

DATE : May 26, 1965 

SUBJECT: Civil Service Salary Plan Changes, July 1, 1965 

President Wilson will soon be sending you instructions for the preparation of 
your 1965-66 budgets. 

This memorandum is to inform you concerning changes in the Civil Service Salary 
Plan approved by the Legislature for July 1, 1965, and to give instructions 
concerning personnel policies and procedures related to those changes. 

Funds are being provided by the Legislature to make it possible to reassign most 
classes of work to higher pay ranges on July 1, 1965, than they now hold. These 
range changes were recommended to the Legislature by the University Office of 
Civil Service Personnel and the State Department of Civil Service as a result 
of a survey of wages being paid by industry in the Twin Cities and in Minnesota 
last fall, They are being made in order to make University and State Civil 
Service ranges of pay comparable with wages being paid in industry for similar 
work, and to maintain comparability between University and State Civil Service 
salaries. 

You will find an alphabetical list of the University Civil Service classes enclosed 
with this memorandum, giving the old and new pay ranges for each class of work. 
Ehployees in classifications which have been assigned to a new pay range are to be 
moved into the new ranges on the following basis: 

a. If they are at one of the six basic steps of their present range on 
June 30, 1965, they are to be placed at the same step in the new range 
that they held in the old, unless this results in a salary increase of 
more than two steps for any individual. If a salary range has been 
increased more than two steps, individuals shall be placed at the step 
in the new range that will give them no more than a two-step increase 
or bring them to the new minimum. If a salary range for a class has 
been increased one step, each individual in that class will receive a 
one-step increase. 

b. If they are at a longevity step of their present range on June 30, 1965, 
they are to be placed at the same longevity step in the new range to which 
their class is assigned, regardless of the number of steps of increase that 
this may give. 

To save time, we have run the enclosed alphabetical list of old and new ranges from 
IBM cards. It was not possible to show the number of pay ranges each class increased, 
so you will need to count the number of steps difference between the old and the new 
ranges of each class you work with. 



EXAMPLES OF MOVEMENT OF EMPLOYEES I N T O  
NEW SALARY RANGES JULY 1, 1965 

Employees i n  c lass i f i ca t ions  t ha t  move up one range, such a s  Class 1214, Senior 
Clerk, move t o  the same s tep  i n  the new range t ha t  they held i n  the  old, regard- 
l e s s  of whether they a re  i n  a or  ulongevitylf step: 

Six  Basic Steps of the  Range Longevity 

Range #lo  

FROM: Annual 3372 3504 3648 3792 3948 4.104 4272 4440 
Monthly 281 292 304 316 329 342 356 370 
Hourly. 1.62 1.68 1.75 1.82 1.90 1.97 2.05 2.13 

Range #11 

TO : Annual 3504 3648 3792 3948 4 4  4272 4440 4620 
Monthly 292 304 316 329 342 356 370 385 
Hourly 6 1.75 1.82 1.90 1.97 2.05 2.13 2.22 

~ p l o y e e s  i n  c lass i f i ca t ions  t ha t  move up two ranges, such a s  Class 1712, Stores  
Clerk, move t o  the same s tep  i n  the  new range t ha t  they held i n  the  old, regard- 
l e s s  of whether they a r e  i n  a "basicv or  "longevityt1 step:  

Six  Basic Steps of the  Range Lon~evity- 

Range #8 

FROM: Annual 3120 3240 3372 3504 3648 3792 3948 4104 
Monthly 260 270 281 292 304 316 329 342 
Hourly 1.50 1.56 1.62 1.68 1.75 1.82 1.90 1+97 

Range # lo  

TO : Annual 3372 3504 3648 3792 3948 4104 4272 4440 
Monthly 281 292 304 316 329 342 356 370 
Hourly 1.62 1.68 1.75 1.82 1.90 1.97 2.05 2.13 

hp loyees  i n  one of the  s i x  basic s teps  of a range f o r  c lass i f i ca t ions  t ha t  move 
up three o r  more ranges, such a s  Class 5124, Engineer, move e i t he r  to  the minimum 
of the  new range, o r  t o  that s t ep  i n  the range t h a t  w i l l  give them a two s tep  
increase,  Employees already i n  longevity s teps  i n  these c lasses  a r e  to  be moved 
t o  the same longevity s tep  i n  the  new range. 

S ix  Basic Steps of the Range -- - Longevitg 

Range #30 

FROM: Annual 7392 7692 8004 8328 8664 9012 9372 9744 
Monthly 616 641 667 694 722 751 781 $12 
Hourly 3.55 3.70 3.85 4.00 4.17 4.33 4.51 4.68 

Range #33 

TO : Annual 8328 8664 9012 9372 9744 10128 10536 10956 
Monthly 694 722 751 781 812 844 878 913 
Hourly 4.00 4.17 4.33' 4.51 4.68 4.87 5.07 5.27 



The new salary for each employee should be entered on your printed budget sheet 
in immediately to the right of the present salary (see Manual of Business 
Procedures, Fiscal Section, Index 3-B-1.1, Exhibit I). No change in status 
documents are necessary this year, except to change employees from hourly to 
monthly rates, students to non-students, non-students to students, to process 
approved reclassification appointments, to process promotion or transfer appoint- 
ments, or to continue appointments not in the printed budget. All document forms 
must show the new salary rate arid should be submitted as soon as possible. 

The Legislature prohibited the granting of merit and longevity merit increases 
on July 1, 1965, and during the 1965-66 fiscal year.  o ow ever, it will be 
possible, under the law, to give merit and longevity merit increases in the 
1966-67 fiscal year, if funds are available. ) 

MISCELLANEOUS PAYROLL AND STUDENT EMPLOYEES 

Miscellaneous payroll employees on both monthly and hourly rates, and student 
employees, are to be given the salary plan step increases in the same manner 
as other employees. No change in status documents are necessary, but the 
employing department must verify and submit payrolls at the new rates after 
July 1, 1965. 

TERM1 NATI ONS 

Any Civil Service employee who terminates and whose last work day is June 30 
or earlier, but whose accumulated vacation extends his pay into July, will be 
paid for the terminal vacation on the basis of his rate before July 1, 1965. 
This salary rate should be shown on the termination document. 

PROMOTIONS 

An employee who is promoted or whose position is reclassified effective July 1, 
1965, shall be moved to the step of the new range which is one step above the 
salary he would have received if he had not been promoted or reclassified, or 
the minimum of the new pay range for the new class, whichever is greater. 


